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Up-Converted Emissions of Er3+ Doped 
Gd2(WO4)3 Phosphors
Grayson L. Wiggins, Masters of Applied Physical Science
In this work, the up-conversion (UC) emissions of Er3+ in a gadolinium tungstate host was investigated
to analyze the possible processes of up-conversion by 1500 nm and 980 nm excitation. Studies were
conducted to see how the 4S3/2 
4I15/2 transition changed with varying current through the excitation source,
varying excitation wavelength, and doping concentration. Power dependent studies revealed that under
1500 nm excitation the 4S3/2 
4I15/2 transition needed 3 photons, while 980 nm excitation could do the same
transition with 2 photons. It was found that 1500 nm could produce more efficient red emission due to the 4I9/2
 4I15/2 transition only needing 2 photons. Concentration dependence studies revealed many trends of how up-
conversion processes varied with erbium ion separation. The number of photons used to UC 980 nm decreases
as concentration increases, meaning that the mechanism depends on energy transfer UC and the inefficiency of
green emissions at higher concentration is due to concentration quenching. UC of 1500 nm also uses less
photons as concentration increases, red and green emissions are not as dependent on energy transfer UC as
980 nm UC. Also, as concentration increases past the point least photon use, the erbium ions start cross
relaxing causing the number of photons used to increase rapidly. It was found that even after cross relaxation
becomes the dominant UC process, the intensity still increases as concentration increases until a point where
quenching starts to take effect.
Introduction
Synthesis
Results
Discussion
Conclusions
Up-conversion (UC) is a photoluminescent process that converts two or more low energy photons into
one high energy photon. This phenomenon is the opposite of down-conversion where a high energy photon is
absorbed and is reemitted as lower energy photons. UC has applications in bio-labels[1], fiber lasers[2], and
solar cells[3]. It has been shown experimentally[3] that an UC erbium phosphor can be placed behind a solar
cell and it will up-convert the IR light passing through the cell and reflect visible light, enhancing the solar
cell’s efficiency. Erbium is under investigation in this work due to its evenly spaced energy levels that allow
for multi-photon UC. Erbium was doped into gadolinium tungstate (Gd2(WO4)3) because of its economical
synthesizing process and low phonon energy.
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Abstract
Figures 4 and 5 show at what concentration the intensity begins to weaken due to concentration
quenching. Concentration quenching is when the ions become so close that every time one ion emits a photon,
its neighbor can reabsorb it, and this happens repeatedly enough and the photon will hit defect and be
absorbed by the crystal structure rather than released. Figures 6 & 7 indicate how photons the erbium ions use
when UC in increasing concentration. Possible mechanisms of UC 980 nm and 1500 nm is depicted in
figure 8, they require ground state absorption (GSA), and could either be excited state absorption (ESA), or
energy transfer UC (ETU), or a combination of the two. It can be seen that the 980 nm UC to 552 nm and the
1500 nm UC to 670 nm used between 2 and 3 photons, where the 1500 nm UC to 552 nm ranges between 3
and 4 photons.
Figure 9 is a depiction of how the different processes could use different number of photons.
Comparing figures 6, 7 and 9, at low concentrations the erbium ions prefer to add an inefficient cycle of non-
radiative decay, ESA, then non-radiative decay again to the starting energy level. These cycles are only
interrupted as concentration increases. It can be seen that the UC of 980 nm photons to 552 nm photons uses
the most (3) photons when concentration is low and Er3+ ions are separated. As Er3+ concentration increases,
the number of 980 nm photons decreases linearly to 2 photons. This indicates that 980 nm UC depends on the
ETU of other nearby ions. When considering figure 4, this means that the only reason the intensity decreases
as concentration increases is due to concentration quenching.
1500 nm UC does not show the same trend as 980 nm UC, meaning that it is dependent on different
mechanisms. The UC of 1500 nm photons starts to use less photons as concentration increases to 20-25%,
meaning that ETU is the dominant process, then rapidly starts using more photon as concentration increases to
50%. This indicates that the ions are close enough to no longer prefer to ETU their energy, but rather cross
relax it to a lower energy level of an excited neighbor, resulting in a loss of energy. Consulting figure 5, even
though cross relaxation become the dominant process, the intensity of the 552 nm emission increases until
40% erbium concentration, meaning that the increase in number of photons used in UC also increases the
number of photons emitted.
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Discussion
Figure 3 is one of three graphs that depict how the number of UC photons change with concentration.
Figure 3 shows how the number of 1500 nm UC photons, that are used to emit a 552 nm photon, change as
erbium concentration increases. This data is also shown in figures 6 and 7, as the green plot with black dots.
The other plots in figures 6 and 7 were gathered using graphs similar to figure 3. The green plot with black
triangles depicts how the number of 980 nm photons UC to 552 nm photons changed with concentration,
while the red plot with black dots illustrates how the number of 1500 nm photons UC to 670 nm photons
changed with concentration.
Characterization
The Gd2(WO4)3:Er
3+ samples were prepared via the co-precipitation method due to its high uniformity
in particle size, its simplicity, and its high yield. Stoichiometric amounts of Er(NO3)3, Gd(NO3)3, and Na2WO4
were gathered and the erbium nitrate and gadolinium nitrate were mixed together with respect to doping
concentration. The sodium tungstate was dissolved and titrated into and aqueous mixture of erbium and
gadolinium nitrate under stirring. The precipitate was then centrifuged and washed three times to clean off the
byproducts. After centrifugation the samples were dried in an oven at 90°C for 3 hours, then they were ground
down. The powder samples were then annealed at 900°C for 4 hours and ground down again. Some of the
resulting power samples were used to characterize the crystal structure using x-ray diffraction (XRD), the rest
was presses into discs and annealed again to use on the optical bench.
Characterization
Above are the XRD characterization of the crystal structure of the samples used in this work. The
blue graph at the bottom is the standard crystal structure of Gd2(WO4)3, and the black graphs indicate that the
samples match the crystal structure. As concentration increases the is no evidence that any peaks are splitting,
meaning that all of the sample are in crystal phase. A peak shift was found and shown above. The peak
located just above 28° shifts to the right as concentration increases. This is due to erbium having a smaller
atomic radius than gadolinium, so that as erbium concentration increases the lattice constants shrink which
shifts the peak.
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Figure 3 was compiled by graphing the log of intensity with the log of current. The intensity is
proportional to the excitation power raised to the number of photons used for UC. The excitation power in
proportional to the current through the excitation source. The slope of the regression lines is the number of
photons used for UC, by dividing the logs of intensity and current. Figures 4 and 5 show how the intensity of
the 552 nm emission changes with concentration for 980 nm and 1500 nm UC, respectfully. The peak intensity
for 980 nm UC is found to be 30% and is about 45% for 1500 nm UC. Figure 6 depicts how the number of
photons used to UC 1500 nm and 980 nm to 552 nm photons, while figure 7 depicts how the number of
photons used to UC 1500nm to 670 nm and 552 nm photons, change with doping concentration. It can be seen
that 980 nm UC uses less photons as concentration increases. 1500 nm UC shows that less photons are used as
concentrations increases to a point, then the number rapidly increases.
Figure 1 shows the UC
emission spectra from 500 nm to
800 nm by 980 nm and 1500 nm
UC. It can be seen that 980 nm UC
produces more intense 552 nm
emission but less intense 670 nm
emission then 1500 nm UC.
Figure 2 depicts how 1500 nm UC
emission intensity changes with
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This thesis work has used visible and infrared spectroscopy to identify the atomic mechanisms
employed by up-converting erbium ions for different UC processes. As concentration increases, erbium uses
less 980 nm photons to produce 552 nm photons mainly via ETU, however after 30% concentration the 552
nm emission starts becoming quenched. Erbium ions use less 1500 nm photons to UC as concentration
increases to 25% due to ETU, then dominant process becomes cross relaxation. Until 40% erbium
concentration, the cross relaxation process still produces more 552 nm emissions, when the emissions die due
to concentration quenching. Future work could be done to calculate the lifetime of the excited states and the
quantum efficiency of the processes.
